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During my Incident Command Center update this week, I shared 
with the team how confident I feel about the opportunities Baptist 
Health has to provide care to people in our communities during this 
challenging time. 

We are seeing so much progress in such a short time. We're making 
complicated changes quickly, often within a week — or even days. 

One excellent example of this is our expanded ability to provide 
access to e-visits and video visits. 

Access to our Virtual Care options provides the community assurance that their medical needs can still be 
met while they're staying home to help stop the spread of the coronavirus. 

The rapid expansion of these services occurred in just one weekend, thanks to massive efforts by the IT, Epic 
and Digital Health teams. The teams came up with a creative solution to staffing, using providers in Baptist 
Health’s Express Care and school clinics, among others, and transitioning them to work in the Virtual Care 
setting. This included training them and readying them to work from home. 

More than 250 of our primary care providers are now conducting e-visits, and more than 140 primary care 
providers and specialists are participating in video visits. Within the last week, Baptist Health completed 590 
e-visits and more than 160 video visits. 

Leadership also took into account the economic consequences of this epidemic on patients and our staff 
members and championed an effort to temporarily waive the $20 copay for video visits. Claims will be 
submitted to insurance, but the copay will not be required.  

In another instance of responding within days, we converted Urgent Care clinics in each of our markets 
—  which are meant for minor illnesses — to evaluation sites to address COVID-19 needs, a significant change 
that required the quick assistance of multiple people across our organization.   

These are just two examples among many. Teams from across our system are coming up with other creative 
solutions to best treat our patients while protecting themselves and others within their communities. 

And while we all are in the midst of managing this situation, we are still seeing patients who are seeking our 
assistance for other medical needs unrelated to COVID-19.  

I know each of us selected this field because we have a passion to help others. Never have I seen that be 
more true than in witnessing how each of you continues to reach higher to be there for all our patients and 
one another. 

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fceobaptisthealth.us.newsweaver.com%2Fndkhzkmui7%2F16gaconwjeq1j26moyjp9k%3Femail%3Dtrue%26a%3D5%26p%3D2639225%26t%3D969357&data=02%7C01%7CDebbie.Filer%40BHSI.COM%7C554fa10849a84b8d69ec08d7d25ca876%7C836c3f23dd3f4e3fbeeb58f628f05474%7C0%7C0%7C637209167718494454&sdata=Rn98CSXflJ8QZUCOX5bSK2rUi4DqASZpN6CegkuTE1k%3D&reserved=0
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I will continue to update you regularly as we move forward. Remember to visit BEN for the latest information 
under "Coronavirus Updates." 

Stay well and be safe,  

 

Gerard Colman 
Chief Executive Officer 
Baptist Health 
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